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Abstract. Based on the numerical weather prediction model COSMO of Germany’s national meteorological

service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD), regional reanalysis datasets have been developed with grid spacing
of up to 2 km. This development started as a fundamental research activity within the Hans-Ertel-Centre for
Weather Research (HErZ) at the University of Bonn and the University of Cologne. Today, COSMO reanalyses
are an established product of the DWD and have been widely used in applications on European and national
German level. Successful applications of COSMO reanalyses include renewable energy assessments as well as
meteorological risk estimates. The COSMO reanalysis datasets are now publicly available and provide spatiotemporal consistent data of atmospheric parameters covering both near-surface conditions and vertical profiles.
This article reviews the status of the COSMO reanalyses, including evaluation results and applications. In many
studies, evaluation of the COSMO reanalyses point to an overall good quality and often an added value compared
to different contemporary global reanalysis datasets. We further outline current plans for the further development
and application of regional reanalyses in the HErZ research group Cologne/Bonn in collaboration with the DWD.

1

Introduction and history of COSMO regional
reanalyses

Germany’s national meteorological service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD hereafter) is responsible for monitoring climate in Germany. Traditionally, its approach was based on
gridded products that are generated by interpolating observations from DWD’s network of weather stations (e.g., Kaspar
et al., 2013). However, this approach is restricted to nearsurface variables and directly observed parameters. New applications require additional parameters or information at locations where long-term observations have not been taken.
One such example is renewable energy, where wind speed
estimates are needed at hub-heights of modern wind turbines
Published by Copernicus Publications.

(100 m and above). Such spatial estimates cannot be reasonably derived from existing observation networks.
Atmospheric model-based reanalyses are a methodology
to generate consistent three-dimensional time-series datasets
of the atmospheric state. In this respect, global reanalyses are
an established and frequently used source of information for
a wide range of applications. These data are typically generated by a global numerical weather prediction (NWP) model
and a corresponding data assimilation system using historic
observational data. At some research centers several generations of global reanalyses have been produced during the
last decades (e.g., Gibson et al., 1997; Dee et al., 2011, or
Hersbach et al., 2020 as selected examples for activities of
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF)). Their spatial resolution has been continuously
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increased over the years, but is still too coarse for some applications (see results of the user survey described by Gregow
et al., 2016).
During the last 15 years, efforts towards and implementations of regional reanalyses have been increasingly popular.
A regional reanalysis uses a limited-area NWP model, driven
at the lateral boundaries with conditions obtained from global
reanalyses and constrained by the assimilation of observational data within its regional domain. Regional reanalyses
have been developed for several regions in the world, e.g.,
the NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR;
Mesinger et al., 2006), the Arctic System Reanalysis (ASR
v2; Bromwich et al., 2018) and the Bureau of Meteorology
Atmospheric high-resolution Regional Reanalysis for Australia (BARRA v1.0; Su et al., 2019).
In Europe, regional reanalyses have been produced by a
number of national meteorological services, some of them
covering the European continent, some smaller parts of Europe, e.g. Ireland (Gleeson et al., 2017) or Italy (Bonanno et
al., 2019). A high-resolution regional reanalysis for Europe is
being produced within the Copernicus Climate Change Service (CERRA – Copernicus European Regional ReAnalysis,
Schimanke et al., 2019). Likewise, DWD’s regional NWPmodel COSMO (Schättler et al., 2011) has been used to
develop a regional reanalysis for Europe (Bollmeyer et al.,
2015).
The regional reanalysis developments at DWD started
with the launch of the Hans-Ertel-Centre for Weather Research (”Hans-Ertel-Zentrum für Wetterforschung”, HErZ
hereafter). HErZ was founded with the aim to improve the
connection between fundamental meteorological research
and teaching at German universities and atmospheric research institutes with the needs of DWD (Simmer et al.,
2016). Another goal is to facilitate the transfer of fundamental research into operations. Following an open call, five priority research areas were established after review by an international panel of experts.
The Universities of Bonn and Cologne were successful
with their joint proposal on the priority research area “Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics”. The group started to develop the first regional reanalysis based on DWD’s NWP
model systems in 2011 in close cooperation with DWD. After initial discussions, two configurations were implemented
within the first phase of HErZ: A regional reanalysis for Europe covering the European CORDEX-domain with a 6.2 km
horizontal resolution (COSMO-REA6; Bollmeyer et al.,
2015), and a 2 km reanalysis for Central Europe (COSMOREA2; Wahl et al., 2017). The European CORDEX domain
(CoOrdinated Regional Downscaling Experiment; Kotlarski
et al., 2014) was chosen for the former reanalysis to provide
a dataset that is consistent with the configuration used in the
regional climate modelling community. The COSMO-REA6
system was handed over to DWD in 2015 and regularly updated afterwards. Recently the updates came to a halt with
the end of the availability of ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011),
Adv. Sci. Res., 17, 115–128, 2020

Figure 1. Model domains of COSMO-REA6 and COSMO-REA2

(Land Cover Map: Blue Marble Next Generation, © NASA).

the global reanalysis that provided the lateral boundary conditions.
At around the same time, other national meteorological
services in Europe also intensified their efforts to develop regional reanalysis systems. A joint proposal of a consortium
including DWD and the HErZ group lead to the successful
implementation of the EU-funded research project UERRA
(Uncertainties in Ensembles of Regional ReAnalysis) that allowed for the assessment and comparison of the quality of individual systems (Borsche et al., 2015). With regard to HErZ
and DWD efforts, an ensemble reanalysis at 12 km resolution
was developed (COSMO-ENS-REA12; Bach et al., 2016) in
addition to the two existing COSMO-based reanalyses. It was
produced for a test period covering five years (2006—2010).
Table 1 provides an overview of the main features of the three
COSMO reanalysis datasets. Figure 1 illustrates the model
domains.
The UERRA project led to various conclusions on the
quality of the specific datasets (see Sect. 2). One important
aim for all producers of regional reanalyses is to demonstrate
an added value compared to global reanalyses which are used
as boundary conditions (e.g. Kaiser-Weiss et al., 2019). Because of the high user interest in parameters related to renewable energy, UERRA focused in particular on the evaluation
of these parameters (e.g. Niermann et al., 2019).
In 2017, DWD introduced an open data policy based on a
new formulation of the act that regulates the duties of DWD
(Kaspar et al., 2019b). This has led to a wide usage of the
COSMO reanalysis data, also outside of DWD and HErZ.
This article aims to review these applications with a particular focus on the evaluation of COSMO reanalyses.
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Bach et al. (2016)
1 deterministic +20 members nudged
with perturbed observations
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approx. 12 km, 0.11◦ ;
EURO-CORDEX
COSMO-ENS-REA12

conventional surface and upper
air observations

Wahl et al. (2017)
deterministic
2007–2013
approx. 2 km, 0.018◦ ;
Central Europe
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conventional surface and upper
air observations, radar-derived
rain rates

Bollmeyer et al. (2015)
deterministic

Basic reference
Ensemble members
Assimilated observations

conventional surface and upper
air observations
1995–08/2019

During the setup and implementation of COSMO-REA6,
several evaluations with independent measurements have
been performed for a one-year test period as well as a
comparison to an identical model simulation but without
data assimilation (dynamical downscaling). In Bollmeyer
et al. (2015), the development and configuration details of
COSMO-REA6 are described. Results show that (a) the
higher spatio-temporal resolution of the regional reanalysis
leads to better representation of local extreme events and
(b) compared to dynamical downscaling the regional reanal-

approx. 6 km, 0.055◦ ;
EURO-CORDEX

Initial evaluations during development
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COSMO-REA6

2.1

(Current) temporal
coverage

One specific challenge in the evaluation of reanalyses is that
a large set of available observations is already used in the
data assimilation. These observations can therefore not be
used as independent information in evaluation efforts. However, various evaluations with independent observations have
been performed for the COSMO reanalyses, often with a focus on the energy-related parameters wind and surface solar
radiation.

Grid resolution/domain

Status of evaluation results

Regional reanalysis
product

2

For a comparison with other European datasets see Kaiser-Weiss et al. (2019).

Several applications of the COSMO reanalyses have been
published in the scientific literature. The majority of these are
applications in the energy sector. For the energy sector several parameters are of particular interest, mainly wind speed
profiles in the lower troposphere and surface solar radiation.
Consequently, these variables have been extensively evaluated using observational data. The existing publications further show different ways to use the data. For surface solar
radiation, other areal covering datasets exist (based on satellite or ground-based measurements). Authors therefore often
start with an assessment of the quality in comparison with
such observations. For wind related applications, less alternatives exist especially so at wind turbine hub heights. Therefore, the majority of these papers focus on the utilization of
the reanalysis data in their applications.
Some energy related studies also use further reanalysis
variables that influence energy production. An example is
the use of wind gust data at 10 m above ground to investigate the effect of mechanical loads on PV modules (Camus
et al., 2019). Moreover, the efficiency of photovoltaic (PV)
modules is temperature-dependent and therefore influenced
by temperature and wind (Kaspar et al., 2019a).
In order to provide an overview of the evaluations and
applications of the COSMO regional reanalyses by DWD,
HErZ and third parties, this paper is structured as follows: We
review the existing evaluation results in Sect. 2 and the past
applications of COSMO reanalyses in Sect. 3. In the concluding summary section, we provide a short outlook on the next
generation of regional reanalyses as well as future directions
for applications for renewable energies. These developments
go hand-in-hand with the new NWP model system of DWD.

Table 1. Overview of the characteristics of the COSMO-based regional reanalysis products. Note that the resolution of the grids is in degrees but converted to kilometres for readability.
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ysis leads to an improved coherence with independent observations. In contrast to global reanalyses, the occurrence of
heavy precipitation events is considerably better captured by
the regional reanalysis and dynamical downscaling.
Wahl et al. (2017) described the development of the 2 km
reanalysis for Central Europe (COSMO-REA2) where in addition to conventional observations, radar-derived rain rates
were assimilated using a latent heat nudging scheme. The
authors show an improved representation of local precipitation over Germany compared to coarser gridded European
and global reanalyses. Based on a systematic verification using rain gauge data they illustrate the added value on different time scales: On monthly to annual time scales better
estimates of the spatial variability of precipitation patterns
are achieved compared to coarser reanalyses. On hourly to
daily time scales, COSMO-REA2 substantially improves the
representation of local precipitation in two ways: (a) An enhanced representation of observed frequencies of local precipitation, especially for high precipitation events, which is
explained by the higher spatial resolution. (b) The assimilation of radar data largely improves the spatial and temporal coherence between COSMO-REA2 and local observations. In summary, the authors conclude that the combination
of both contributions lead to reanalysed precipitation values
which are comparable to point observations.
Bach et al. (2016) described the development of the
12 km probabilistic regional reanalysis system COSMOENS-REA12, where the perturbed atmospheric conventional
observations were assimilated to generate a 20-member ensemble reanalysis. They assessed the representation of precipitation for selected months in a pilot study and showed
that high grid resolution leads to an added value, particularly
at higher precipitation thresholds, in comparison to the operational ECMWF-Ensemble Prediction System (ECMWFEPS).
2.2

Evaluation of wind speed

Kaiser-Weiss et al. (2019) compared COSMO-REA6 with
other European regional reanalyses (by the UERRA consortium) and the global reanalysis ERA-Interim with respect to
the representation of wind speeds. By comparing with measurements from wind masts over Germany and the Netherlands they concluded, that for wind speeds at heights relevant for wind energy, the regional reanalyses can provide
additional information at higher resolution horizontally, vertically, and in time, adding value to global reanalyses. Especially for the FINO1 and FINO2 masts in the North Sea and
Baltic Sea they showed an advantage in the correlation for all
European reanalyses compared to the global reanalysis.
Frank et al. (2020b) used four wind towers (Falkenberg, Billwerder and Karlsruhe in Germany; Cabauw in the
Netherlands) to investigate the added value of COSMOREA6 and COSMO-REA2 over global reanalyses. They
showed that both perform mostly significantly better but at
Adv. Sci. Res., 17, 115–128, 2020

least similarly to global reanalyses. The COSMO reanalyses demonstrated significant improvements over global reanalyses especially in the marginal distributions (i.e., timeindependent statistics), e.g. in the most extreme temporal
wind changes (ramp rates) at typical hub-heights. The largest
improvements can be found in biases, mean absolute errors,
and correlations close to ground and in areas with complex
terrain.
Good agreement in the wind speed histograms (including
mean, median, 1st/99th percentile value) at hourly resolution of COSMO-REA6 with mast measurements in Falkenberg (Germany, close to DWD’s observatory Linbenberg),
Cabauw (the Netherlands), FINO1 (North Sea) and FINO2
(Baltic Sea) was also shown by Borsche et al. (2016, 2020).
However, Borsche et al. (2016) also revealed shortcomings in
the representation of the diurnal cycle at a height of 100 m.
Mast measurements are available only at a few locations.
Kaiser-Weiss et al. (2015) compared regional and global reanalyses near-surface winds from the much denser network
of regular meteorological station observations over Germany
(some of them used in the data assimilation of COSMOREA6). They showed that for the majority of the stations, the
Weibull parameters of the daily mean wind speed frequency
distribution matched well with the ones derived from the reanalysis fields. High correlations (reaching values larger than
0.9) can be found between stations and reanalysis monthly
mean wind speeds all over Germany. Generally, the correlation between the better resolved COSMO-REA6 wind fields
and station observations is highest, for both assimilated and
non-assimilated, i.e., independent, observations. Niermann et
al. (2018, 2019) also evaluated the wind speed from various European reanalyses by comparing against near-surface
wind speed of these German stations. They showed for the
10 m wind speed that the maximum peak correlation between
observations and regional reanalyses is reached at a weekly
timescale. Also at other temporal resolutions the regional reanalyses show better correlations than ERA-Interim. It was
further shown that the agreement of the frequency distributions might differ significantly between regional reanalysis
and station measurements when the height of the model grid
cells differs significantly from the station height.
As global reanalyses also undergo continuous developments, relevant progress has been made for these, e.g. in
terms of higher horizontal resolutions. ERA5 with a 30 km
grid resolution (Hersbach et al., 2020) has become available as the successor of ERA-Interim (at 80 km grid resolution). The comparison of near-surface wind speed from
Niermann et al. (2019) has therefore been reproduced with
ERA5 being included. Figure 2 shows that there is a significant improvement for ERA5 over ERA-Interim in the correlation with wind measurements recorded at German stations,
but COSMO-REA6 still has an advantage compared to both
global reanalyses.
Ganske (2020) used COSMO-REA6 together with data
from stations on German islands for the evaluation of wind
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-17-115-2020
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Figure 2. Correlation of wind speed of various reanalysis datasets

with near-surface wind speed measurements recorded by German
stations: Time dependence of the Pearson correlation coefficient averaged over 128 German locations above 100 m station height for
COSMO-REA6 and the two global reanalyses ERA5 and ERAInterim derived from the time period January 1995–August 2019.
Averages are based on reanalysis and observational data sampled
every hour, except for the 6 h ERA-Interim analysis. The error bars
mark the 95 % confidence interval extracted from the sample of stations. The figure was produced in analogy to Fig. 1b of Niermann et
al. (2019), but for a longer period and additionally contains ERA5.
Locations above 100 m station height have been chosen, because
wind measurements from these stations have not been assimilated
in the production of COSMO-REA6.

speed and direction in regional climate simulations for German coastal regions. These comparisons show a high correlation of wind speed from COSMO-REA6 with these observations (e.g., Fig. 7 in Ganske, 2020).
Fery and Tinz (2020) evaluated single storm events by
comparing COSMO-REA6 with observations at the FINOmasts in the North Sea. They found very good agreement in
wind speed, wind direction and surface pressure for the selected examples and concluded that COSMO-REA6 is able
to realistically reproduce historical storms.
Jourdier (2020) compared data from various reanalyses
with wind power production data over France. In this comparison, COSMO-REA6 had smaller biases than for example
the global reanalysis MERRA-2 (Modern-Era Retrospective
Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2, Gelaro et
al., 2017) or the New European Wind Atlas “NEWA” (Hahmann et al., 2020) datasets and better skill in complex areas
than ERA5.
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-17-115-2020
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Pickering et al. (2020) assessed the capability of COSMOREA2 and COSMO-REA6 to reproduce historical measured
data from weather stations, hub height anemometers, and
wind turbine electricity generation across Switzerland. They
concluded for both reanalyses that they are insufficient to
reproduce site-specific wind speeds in Switzerland’s complex terrain, but found that mountain-valley breezes, orographic channelling, and variability imposed by Europeanscale weather regimes are represented by COSMO-REA2.
They discovered situations of wind electricity generation in
regions of Switzerland which are anti-correlated with neighbouring European countries. Yet, they conclude that higherresolution reanalyses are necessary to accurately understand
the local variability of renewable generation in complex terrain, like the Swiss Alps.
Ramirez Camargo et al. (2019a) assessed wind and
radiation from COSMO-REA6 and COSMO-REA2 using data from 28 weather stations of the Bavarian agrometeorological network and the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute. The purpose of their study was to assess the
quality of variables relevant for modelling small-scale renewable energy systems and to assess the advantage over coarser
global reanalyses. They used several accuracy indicators for
hourly data and showed that: (a) indicators such as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient in some cases reach values above
0.82 for wind speeds and above 0.92 for global horizontal
irradiance and (b) the mean bias error is consistently better than ±9.3 W m−2 for the full set of solar irradiance data,
±25.1 W m−2 for only day-time irradiance data and is with
a few exceptions lower than ±1 m s−1 for wind speed data.
They generally conclude that for these parameters in their
study region, results are in most cases comparable or better
than for global reanalysis datasets.
In summary, the studies consistently conclude that
COSMO-REA6 provides wind fields with added value in
comparison to global reanalyses. Some issues remain, especially shortcomings in the diurnal cycle at around 100 m.
This deficit in the COSMO-model and potential for improvement have been discussed in detail by Heppelmann et
al. (2017) and the issue might therefore be improved in the
next generations of regional reanalysis datasets.

2.3

Evaluation of radiation

Niermann et al. (2019) used two satellite-based surface radiation datasets (SARAH-2: Surface Solar Radiation Data
Set – Heliosat – Edition 2 and HelioMont) for the evaluation of monthly mean solar irradiance. The comparison of
the solar irradiance of the reanalyses with SARAH-2 reveals
a negative bias for the COSMO-REA6, while other European
regional reanalysis products show an overestimation of solar irradiance. Over the Alpine region, all regional reanalyses show high positive anomalies against the European-wide
SARAH-2 dataset. These anomalies vanish when HelioMont
Adv. Sci. Res., 17, 115–128, 2020
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is used, which is a high-quality satellite reference dataset
specifically developed for the Alpine region (Stöckli, 2003).
Frank et al. (2018) evaluated the COSMO-REA6 dataset
using quality-controlled measurements of the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) and found systematic biases for specific conditions: a systematic underestimation under clear sky conditions (caused by the aerosol climatology)
and an overestimation during cloudy conditions (caused by
an underestimation of the optical depth of clouds). They developed a post-processing scheme to correct for these systematic deficits and showed that the post-processed dataset
(COSMO-REA6pp) clearly outperforms the global reanalyses ERA-Interim and MERRA-2 with a lower bias and mean
absolute error. The underestimation of radiation under clear
sky conditions is also addressed by Urraca et al. (2018b).
They evaluated several solar radiation datasets, including
COSMO-REA6 by comparing station data, global reanalysis datasets and satellite data. Typically, ground-based measurements are used as reference, but the authors also show
relevant quality limitations for those, e.g. in case of poorly
maintained and incorrectly calibrated photodiodes.
Urraca et al. (2018a) examined the surface irradiance of
COSMO-REA6 and ERA5 against stations in Europe, and
two satellite-derived products (NSRDB and SARAH). They
conclude that ERA5 and COSMO-REA6 have reduced the
gap between reanalysis and satellite-based data. They also
conclude that COSMO-REA6 underestimates surface radiation at most stations with the largest deviations under clearsky conditions. They show that northward of 45◦ N the magnitude of the biases and absolute errors of COSMO-REA6
are similar to ERA5, while it outperforms ERA5 in coastal
areas due to the higher spatial resolution. They suggest that
satellite-based data are the preferred choice, when available,
but suggest that ERA5 is an alternative for situations in which
satellite-based data are missing (polar regions and gaps in
time series) while COSMO-REA6 could complement ERA5
in Central and Northern Europe mitigating the limitations of
ERA5 in coastal areas.
2.4

Evaluation of other parameters

Scherrer (2020) presented an evaluation of temperature fields
and trends in the Alps in recent decades. He compared
the temperature fields from COSMO-REA6, ERA5 and two
other regional reanalyses with Swiss stations in order to evaluate the suitability of datasets for temperature monitoring.
For high altitudes, he showed that the regional reanalysis
COSMO-REA6 outperforms the other datasets for the Alpine
setting at high elevations, especially in winter, indicating the
benefit of the higher spatial resolution compared to ERA5.
Kaiser-Weiss et al. (2019) compared precipitation fields
of the regional reanalyses from the UERRA ensemble with
high-resolution gridded datasets from the Alpine region and
Fennoscandia. They concluded that the regional reanalyses
add value to the global reanalysis ERA-Interim because of
Adv. Sci. Res., 17, 115–128, 2020

higher resolution of topography and that the COSMO reanalyses (COSMO-REA6, COSMO-ENS-REA12) show the best
performance in the two regions.
Lockhoff et al. (2019) evaluated several daily precipitation products over western and central Europe with a focus on daily extremes. They analysed one gauge-based, three
satellite-based, and two reanalysis-based products (COSMOREA6, HIRLAM) using high-density rain gauge observations as a reference. They showed that the regional reanalysis
datasets are well able to represent the precipitation characteristics and that the regional reanalysis COSMO-REA6 shows
the largest skill among the non-station-based datasets at all
analysed scales for the summer and winter seasons (based on
the fractions skill score, used to assess the skill of the candidate datasets to represent the occurrences of extreme precipitation compared to the reference).
Steinke et al. (2019) evaluated the ability of COSMOREA6 and COSMO-REA2 to represent integrated water
vapour (IWV) relative to ERA-Interim with reference data
from 133 ground-based Global Positioning System (GPS)
stations distributed over Germany and revealed a clear superiority of the COSMO-REA products for providing instantaneous IWV. The improvement is visible on the daily and
even monthly scale and is attributed to a better representation of surface heterogeneity and boundary-layer processes
on small scales.
Springer et al. (2017) used total water storage estimates from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) mission in combination with discharge data for assessing the closure of the water budget in COSMO-REA6
in comparison to the global reanalyses ERA-Interim and
MERRA-2 and two observation-based datasets (Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC), Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM)). They found that
for most catchments, COSMO-REA6 closes the water budget within the error estimates, whereas the global reanalyses underestimate net precipitation (P -E) by up to
20 mm month−1 .
In summary, the evaluation results cover a spectrum of
variables and therefore suggest that COSMO-REA6 is able
to provide a realistic representation of the atmospheric state
for a range of parameters.
3

Application examples

In addition to the aforementioned papers with evaluation
results, the COSMO reanalyses have been used in several
applications. While the majority of these applications have
been implemented in the context of renewable energies, some
other examples were published for other fields of application. In the following two sections, we provide an overview
of energy-related as well as other applications.

https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-17-115-2020
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3.1

Applications related to renewable energies

Henckes et al. (2018) discussed the potential benefit of longterm high resolution wind data from COSMO-REA6 for
electricity system analysis and identified advantages of the
high-resolution dataset compared to previous studies. Based
on COSMO-REA6 they identified a strong variation in annual wind production (variation of up to 14 % for Germany)
and illustrated the potential benefit from electricity exchange
with neighbouring countries in low wind conditions (e.g., for
Germany, they found that in 81 % of the low wind situations
balancing effects in wind power production with neighbouring countries can be expected). They argue that such results
are highly relevant for investigations on the level of secured
capacity or to identify optimal power transmission capacities
within energy market modelling.
Germer and Kleidon (2019) used COSMO-REA6 to evaluate whether wind turbines in Germany have generated electricity as would be expected from the prevailing wind conditions in 2000–2014. They used German monthly energy yield
data on a turbine basis and related those to energy yield predicted on the basis of wind speed and air density calculated
from the reanalysis dataset COSMO-REA6. They applied a
statistical model and quantified factors that reduced actual
compared to ideal yields. They concluded that the combination of ideal yields predicted from wind conditions with observed yields is suitable to derive realistic estimates of wind
energy generation as well as realistic resource potentials.
Kaspar et al. (2019a) used wind data from COSMO-REA6
in combination with satellite-derived surface radiation to assess balancing effects and shortfall risks of photovoltaics
and wind energy in Germany and Europe. The efficiency of
photovoltaic energy production depends on module temperature, therefore the calculation also requires information on
temperature and wind speed which was as well taken from
COSMO-REA6 in their study. They concluded that on average, the seasonal cycles of PV and wind power production
complement each other in Germany as well as in Europe.
The authors analysed the frequency of events with a risk of
low electricity generation under different assumptions. Compared to their reference case (wind energy over German land
areas), their results illustrate that the number of low production events is reduced when offshore wind energy in Germany’s Exclusive Economic Zone is included in the analysis,
or when a combined system of PV and wind energy is considered. Likewise, a European-wide analysis leads to a distinct reduction of such events. Frank et al. (2020c) also used
COSMO-REA6 for an analysis of cross-country balancing
effects of wind and photovoltaics.
Becker and Thrän (2018) used COSMO-REA6 in a study
on optimal siting of wind farms in wind energy dominated
power systems where the optimal wind farm site is the result
of optimized wind speed correlations with other wind farms.
A case study of the model’s applicability was performed for
Germany. The results indicate that a full market integration of
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-17-115-2020
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renewable energy generators will space out new wind farms
more evenly. The authors conclude that under such assumptions, wind farms can economically benefit from the nonsimultaneity of wind speed.
Wind data from COSMO-REA6 is also used in the context
of the “Site Development Plan 2019 for the German North
Sea and Baltic Sea” (BSH, 2020a (German), b (English);
Tinz et al., 2019). The Site Development Plan determines areas for new installations of offshore wind turbines within the
German Exclusive Economic Zone of the North and Baltic
Sea (see Fig. 3) for the period 2026 until at least 2030 (on
the basis of the German Wind Energy at Sea Act).
Peter and Wagner (2018) evaluated the capacity value of
variable renewable energy, i.e., its contribution to security of
supply. They developed a framework to determine the capacity value for electricity markets, which accounts for balancing effects due to the spatial distribution of generation capacities and interconnectors. Based on COSMO-REA6 data,
they applied the framework to wind power in Europe and
found that wind power can substantially contribute to security of supply in a decarbonized European electricity system
in 2050. They argue that ignoring the temporal and spatial
heterogeneity of the contribution of wind power to security of
supply would lead to inefficient levels of dispatchable backup capacity.
Camus et al. (2019) used COSMO-REA2 data to demonstrate the capability of meteorological reanalysis data for estimating mechanical stresses due to wind gusts on photovoltaic modules.
Steinheuer and Friederichs (2020) presented a statistical
post-processing method to derive a conditional distribution
for hourly wind gusts as a function of height. The conditioning variables are taken from COSMO-REA6. The authors
showed that the post-processing model with a Legendre approximation is able to provide reliable predictions of gusts’
statistics at non-observed intermediate levels.
Jensen and Pinson (2017) describe the development of
“Renewable Energy Europe (RE-Europe)”, a large-scale
dataset for modelling a highly renewable European electricity system. The dataset was assembled from several components: the power network, conventional generators, as well as
renewable energy generation and electric power demand. For
the weather-dependent signals they used COSMO-REA6 and
the ECMWF deterministic forecasts to derive wind and solar
power available at each node using simple physical models
of wind turbine and solar panel power curves.
Ramirez Camargo et al. (2018) used radiation and temperature data from COSMO-REA6 to analyse requirements for
electricity self-sufficiency of single-family houses based on
photovoltaics and battery systems in Germany and the Czech
Republic within the project “CrossEnergy: energy infrastructure – future perspectives for a region in change”. The study
presents a methodology for generating maps indicating minimum battery and photovoltaic sizes for self-sufficient singlefamily houses in that region. Ramirez Camargo et al. (2019b)
Adv. Sci. Res., 17, 115–128, 2020
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Figure 3. COSMO-REA6 average wind speed 1995–2018 in the German Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in the North Sea and Baltic Sea

at 116 m height (level 4 of COSMO-REA6 above ground). The boundaries of the EEZ and the locations of the FINO (1, 2, 3) measurement
sites are also shown.

evaluated how and at what cost electricity demand of residential users across Germany and the Czech Republic could be
covered by hybrid renewable energy generation systems consisting of photovoltaics, micro-generation wind turbines and
batteries. COSMO-REA6 data (together with satellite data
for snow coverage) were used to calculate necessary system
sizes over a large area by simultaneously accounting for the
temporal variability of renewable energy.
In the EU-project CLIM2POWER (“Translating climate
data into power plant operational guidance”) COSMO-REA6
was chosen to serve as consistent local meteorological information in combination with an empirical-statistical downscaling technique (EPISODES: Kreienkamp et al., 2019) to
transform global information from a seasonal forecasting
system to the regional scale. The spatial resolution of ∼ 6 km
is suitable for hydro modelling and the dataset also provides
other energy relevant variables like wind speed at hub height
(Ostermöller et al., 2019).
COSMO-REA6 was also applied in combination with
satellite data to assess potential PV yield within the “Network of Experts” of the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI), topic 5: “Enhanced
development of renewable energy in transport and infrastructure”. The partners within the network evaluated the potential
of renewable energies alongside the German transport infrastructure (i.e., railways, motorways, waterways, including associated buildings and other elements of the infrastructure)
(BMVI-Expertennetzwerk, 2020).
COSMO-REA6 was used as one alternative dataset in PVGIS Version 5 (Photovoltaic Geographical Information System), an online web application of the EU Joint Research
Centre (JRC) for site-specific solar resource assessment (PVGIS, 2020). Their primary datasets are satellite-based radiation datasets, but they are not available for all regions and are
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therefore complemented with reanalysis data (Urraca et al.,
2018a).
3.2

Further application examples

Naz et al. (2020) used several meteorological variables from
COSMO-REA6 to provide atmospheric forcing data (such
as solar radiation, temperature, pressure, near-surface wind
speed, specific humidity and precipitation rate) to produce
a high-resolution spatially and temporally consistent surface
soil moisture reanalysis (ESSMRA) dataset (3 km, daily)
over Europe from a land surface data assimilation system.
The dataset provides long-term (2000–2015) daily surface
soil moisture at a high spatio-temporal resolution and is considered to be beneficial for many hydrological applications
over regional and continental scales. The methodology is described in Naz et al. (2019).
Bonanno et al. (2019) use COSMO-REA6 and ERA5
to verify the MEteorological Reanalysis Italian DAtaset
(MERIDA). MERIDA consists of a dynamical downscaling
of the ERA5 global reanalysis fields with 7 km resolution
using the mesoscale model WRF. Additionally, 2 m temperature and precipitation fields are downscaled on a regular
4 km grid resolution, with an optimal interpolation technique
in combination with station data. In the verification against
ERA5 and COSMO-REA6, MERIDA showed comparable
or better results in the reconstruction of 2 m temperature and
precipitation. Clear improvement (with respect to MERIDA)
was obtained for the post-processed MERIDA output. The
authors conclude that for the other models, there is a decline
in performance in the mountainous areas, where there are
likely to be more significant deviations between the real and
model orographic height.
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Keller et al. (2017) suggest a statistical downscaling approach for precipitation based on the “analog ensemble”
(AnEn) method. The approach was implemented and tuned
on the basis of a set of over 700 rain gauges with 6-hourly
measurements for Germany and predictors from COSMOREA6. The authors showed that with respect to deterministic
quality, the results show that AnEn is able to outperform the
reanalysis itself depending on location and precipitation intensity.
Paeth et al. (2017) present a physical model approach for
orographic precipitation based on linear theory and combined with a stochastic weather generator. The derived precipitation fields are spatially and temporally compared with
station data from a very dense meteorological network and
with COSMO-REA6. As an additional outcome, they concluded that COSMO-REA6 shows excellent performance for
precipitation over the Harz region (a German low mountain
range), i.e., a very realistic simulation of spatial and temporal
precipitation variability.
Carbajal Henken et al. (2020) assessed sampling effects on
satellite-derived Integrated Water Vapor (IWV) datasets using Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements in Germany. A quality check was applied to the GPS data, also
with the help of comparisons with COSMO-REA2. The authors showed that IWV values are dominated by the overall retrieval bias. Sampling only marginally affects the mean
values, but can lead to significant changes in the frequency
distributions.
Rasquin et al. (2020) investigated the role of the coastal
bathymetry for the response of tidal dynamics to mean sea
level rise in the German Bight. The atmospheric forcing
(wind at 10 m and atmospheric surface pressure) for the
numerical hydrodynamic model was taken from COSMOREA6. They showed that the resolution of the bathymetry
especially in flat intertidal areas plays a crucial role for modelling the impact of mean sea level rise. Wachler et al. (2020)
used the same model system to assess the tidal response to
sea level rise and bathymetric changes.
Hinrichs et al. (2019) developed the Baltic and North
Seas Climatology (BNSC), a gridded dataset of atmospheric
and hydrographic parameters which was calculated solely
from marine in situ observations. The authors used COSMOREA6 and two global reanalyses to evaluate the quality of the
atmospheric parameters of the dataset. The comparison of
sea-level pressure of BNSC and COSMO-REA6 for 1995–
2015 showed mean deviations between −1 to 1 hPa.
The project KISP (“KI gestützte Schadstoffprognose zur
intelligenten Verkehrssteuerung“) applied Artificial Intelligence methods in combination with data from COSMOREA6 and local air pollution measurements from selected
German cities to develop NO2 -forecasts for intelligent traffic
management (WIK, 2019). Correlations between meteorological parameters and local NO2 concentration were found,
but it was also shown that the results depend on the category
of the station type (Enercast, 2019).
https://doi.org/10.5194/asr-17-115-2020
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Summary and outlook

The active development of a regional reanalysis system based
on DWD’s numerical weather prediction system COSMO
started in 2011 within the Hans-Ertel-Centre for Weather Research at the Universities of Bonn and Cologne in cooperation with DWD. Three main configurations have been developed: a 6 km reanalysis covering Europe, a 2 km reanalysis covering Central Europe and a 12 km ensemble version
also covering Europe. The datasets have been made publicly
available and have been used in a variety of applications.
Various parameters have been evaluated and in many cases
added value over global reanalysis datasets has been shown.
The results suggest that COSMO-REA6 provides a realistic representation of the atmospheric state across parameters.
The majority of applications in the scientific literature are
related to renewable energy and illustrate thereby the high
relevance of high-resolution meteorological datasets for such
applications.
As the existing COSMO-based reanalyses were developed
several years ago, the COSMO model versions used to produce the datasets are now quite old. Therefore, efforts at
DWD are currently underway to use a more recent COSMO
version to produce a new (and extended) COSMO-reanalysis
dataset.
Further, the NWP activities of DWD have moved to a
completely new model system (ICON; ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic, see Zängl et al., 2015). Moreover, significant
progress has also been made in the methodologies for data
assimilation. The existing reanalyses are based on a nudging
of observations scheme (Schraff and Hess, 2003), while the
current NWP system at DWD is based on a Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF), which has led to significant improvements in forecast skill (Schraff et al., 2016;
Potthast et al., 2019). To benefit from these improvements in
the reanalysis context, DWD started work on preparing the
next generation of reanalysis based on the new model and
data assimilation systems.
In addition, efforts at the HErZ group in Bonn and Cologne
will continue to focus on the development, evaluation and
exploitation of regional reanalysis. Current research is underway to assess the potential for future regional reanalysis
at horizontal resolutions of 1 km and below with DWD’s new
ICON limited area model (ICON-LAM) model and data assimilation chain. The focus is on the potential improvements
in the representation of land surface heterogeneities and the
effect on reproducing urban environments – a shortcoming of
all current reanalyses. This development aims to further push
the boundaries in climate monitoring through fundamental
research on high-resolution regional reanalysis.
Further HErZ efforts aim at implementing a boundary
layer reanalysis (analogous to a surface reanalysis approach)
where existing reanalysis data are used as a background for a
post-processing data assimilation step in which observations
are assimilated that were not used in the production of the reAdv. Sci. Res., 17, 115–128, 2020
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analysis. This is expected to produce a consistent long-term
three-dimensional dataset which is closer to the true state of
the atmosphere compared to the driving COSMO reanalysis.
The HErZ group will also continue to exploit the COSMO
family of regional reanalyses for renewable energy applications. A focus is on using this data for answering current
questions regarding the planned energy transition in Europe.
Special interests include economic estimates of regional energy self-sufficiency, the implication of meteorological extremes for the reliability of the energy production, and the
usage of COSMO reanalyses in models for energy plants
and energy systems of different complexity. Further work includes improvements of wind gusts at levels above 10 m using statistical modelling and exploiting new scanning techniques for ground-based remote sensing instruments. In this
context, the new reanalysis system will also be applied for
testing the usefulness of assimilating observations from new
measurement instruments, estimating the impact of changes
in the observation network, and synthesizing various measurements from field campaigns such as FESSTVal (“FESSTVaL (“Field Experiment on Submesoscale Spatio-Temporal
Variability in Lindenberg”, http://fesstval.de/, last access:
3 July 2020, Wiesner et al., 2019) as a best estimate of the
full 3D structure of the atmosphere.
The recently started BMBF-funded German research consortium ClimXtreme will focus on improved understanding
of climate change and extreme events. In that context, the
ability of the COSMO-reanalyses to represent extreme events
will be further evaluated.
In the project FAIR (“User-friendly provision of climate
and weather data”) improved user-friendly access to the
COSMO reanalysis datasets will be developed in close cooperation with potential users. Within the project, also the use
of third-party data to improve the reanalysis will be tested,
e.g. power generation data of wind turbines or crowdsourced
sensing data coming from individual smartphones (Frank et
al., 2020a).

Data availability. Selected parameters of the COSMO-REA6 re-

gional reanalysis are publicly available via DWD’s Climate
Data Center: https://opendata.dwd.de/climate_environment/REA/
(DWD/HErZ, 2020). Selected parameters of the COSMO-REA2 regional reanalysis are publicly available via the Hans-Ertel-Centre
for Weather Research/University of Bonn: https://reanalysis.meteo.
uni-bonn.de/?Download_Data___COSMO-REA2 (HErZ, 2020a).
The post-processed radiation dataset (COSMO-REA6pp) is also
publicly available via the Hans-Ertel-Centre for Weather Research/University of Bonn: https://reanalysis.meteo.uni-bonn.de/
?Derived_data_sets__Post-Processed_Radiation (HErZ, 2020b).
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